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SUMMARY
.4 wind-tunnel irmesiigation of the effect of wing-
juselage interference on lateral-stability characteristics
uws made in the NACA 7- by IiI-foot wind tunnel. Four
i’VACA 2301$ wings were teetedin combinati wiih two
fuselages and iwo $n8, representing high-wing, low-wing,
and midwing monopkne~. !ihe fwelage~ are of eirculizr
and elliptical cross 8ecti0n. The wing8 hare rounded
tip8 and, in plan form, one is rectangular and the other
three are tapered 3:1 with rarkrw amount8of wxep.
The rate of chungein the coejicients of rolling moment,
yam”ng moment, and luteral force with angle of yaw L+
gicen in a form to 8how the increment tamed by wing-
fuselage interference for the model with no fin and the
effect of mung-jwelage interference on @ effecticene88.
Re&W?t8for the fu8ekge-jn wrnbinatian and the wing
testedalone are a.ko @en.”
The resu.Jt8shcncedthatwing position had a pronounced
effect on .kteratiabddy characteristk8. TiIng-fweluge
interference increased the effective dihedral in the order
of 6° for the high-w”ng monoplane; a carreqmnding
decreasein effectire dihedralum8obtainedfor the Ia-”ng
combination. With jlap8 neutral the maximum inter-
ference efleci UXL8&u@eient to balance as much as 60
percent of the un8table yauing moment of the fuseluge.
For come ca8e8 with the jlaps de$ected the interferenc~
effect UW8of sujlim”entmagnitude to bafance the entire
unetable yawing moment of thefu8efuge. Large change8
in @ effectirene88 were cauwd by wing-fu8elage inter-
ference, the jin effectirenes8 being decreased about .@
percent for the high-”ng monoplune and increaed about
80 percent for the ho-wing monoplane. Ilap dejle&”on
increased the @ effectivenessa8 much a8 60 percent.
INTRODUCTION
Mathematical equations ddining the lateral-stability
ckacteriatks of airphmes have been avaiIabIe for
many years. Charts based on these equations offer a
means of rapidIy estimating the characteristics of a par-
ticular airpkne (reference 1). In order to use either
the equations or the charts, however, a knowledge of
certain basic physical quantities, cakd stability deriva-
tives, is required. These derivatives are dependcmt
upon a large number of variables and, as a result,
progress in their iscdation has been slow. Some of the
variablw afteoting the stabtity derivatives are wing,
fuselage, and fin forms and the aerodynamic interference
between these parts.
The stability derivatives are functions of certain
aerodynamic factors and of the amount and the dis-
tribution of the mass of the airplane. The aerodynamic
factma can be divided into three general ckssificatioqs:
those depending on yaw or sideslip, those depending on
yawing velocity, and those depending on rolling velocity.
The aerodymmic factors that depend on yaw have
been the subject of an extensive investigation by the
NACA. The effect on lateraktability characteristics
of various changes in wing variabies, such as plan form,
taper, aweep, and dihedraI ia considered in references
z and 3. A theoretical prediction of some of the lateral-
stability characteristics for wings is given in reference
4, and some of the effects of miry-fuseIage interference
are given in reference 5.
The present investigation is a continuation of the
study of the effects of wing-fuselage interference. The
winga described in reference 3, the fuseIage of circuIar
cross section described in reference 5, and a fuseIage
of elliptical cross seotion were used. The combinations
tested represented high-wing, Iow-wing, and midwing
monoplanes.. L%meresuks from references 3 and 5 me
included for comparison.
APPARATUS AND MODELS
The teste were made in the NACA 7- by 10-fcot wind
tunnel with the regular six-component baIance. The
tunnel and the balance are described in references 6
and 7.
Plan tiews and elevations of the four winga are shown
in figure 1. The tip plan form of the rectangular wing
ia composed of two quadrants of similar ellip=; for
the other three wings, which are tapered 3:1, the ordi-
nates of the ellipses have been expanded in proportion
to the taper of the individual Ieading or trailing edges.
The NACA 23012 prdle is maintained to the ends of
the wings and, in elevation, the maximum upperarface
ordinatea are in one plane. The srea of the rectangular
wing is 3.917 square feet and the aspect ratio is 6.383;
for the tapered wings, the area is 4.101 square feet and
the aspect ratio is 6.097. The sweep angk of the
tapered wings are –4.75°, 4.75°, and 14.00°. The
wings were set at 0° incidence to the fusehige center
line in all positions.
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FIOVBEl.–Plan views and denatfons of the NAC4 2$312wfngs.
The two fuselages used are shown in figures 2 and 3
and the dimensions are given ti- tabIe I. The maxi-
mum cross-sectiomd area of the two fuseIages is the
same. The circular fusekge, which was used for the
tests reported in reference 5, was made from dimensions
obtained from reference 8.
The h were made to the NACA 0009“section and,
in phin form, are representative of h now .in use.
The area of the f3n of the circular fuselage is 53,7 and
that of the eIIipticaI fuselage is 56.2 square inches.
These areas are given to the center of the fuaehge.
The aspect ratios of the fins of the circuk.r and of the
eIIiptioaIfuselagm are 2,20 and 2.26, rwpecthdy. The
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FIGURE2.–Drawtm?of NACA !23312wlrw In mmbfnatfon wItlI drcuk+r fuseh.gc aml
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FIGUB~8.–Drawing of NACA ZXt12wfng fn comblrrationwithelllptlonf fudge
and M of NACA OOWwdlon.
distance from the assumed position of tlm center of
gravity -of the model to the trailing edge of the fin is
0.455 times the wing span.
The split flaps were made of ~~-inch steel plates tmc],
for the flap-deflected condition, were attached to tho
wing at an angle of 60°., The flaps have a uhord 20 _
percent of the wing chord, are tapered with the wing
chord, and extend over the inboard 60 percent of the
span. For the micking and the high-wing positions,
the center section of the flap was cut away to aNowfor
the fuselage. The gap between the flap and the fuselage
was seaIed for alI kte,
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INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF
TESTS
The tapered wings were tested W-MLthe
circular fuselage, the rectangular wing
having been previoudy tested in combina-
tion with this fusekige (reference 5). The
rectanguku wing in combination with the
circular fuselage had been te@ed with 0°
and 5° dihedral; for aIIother combinations,
the wings were tested with 0° dihedral.
The rectanguk wing with no sweepbacli
and the tapered wing with 4.75° sweepback
were tested with the elhpt.ical fuseIage.
Each fuseIage was tested alone and in
combination with the wings as a high-
wing, a low-wing, and a midwing mono-
phme. For each combination, tests were
made with and without the b and with
the flaps deflected 0° and 60°.
Tests were made with the model yawed
–5°, 0°, and 5° through an angbof-attack
range from – 10° to 20°. In addition,
tests were made at angles of attack 1° and
4° below the staII through a yaw range of
—10° to 15° to obtain additional informa-
tion in the range of angIes of attack show-JI
to be critical in reference 5. AU tests
were made at a dynamic pressure of 16.37l
pounds per square foot, which corresponds
to an air speed of about 80 mk per hour
under standard conditions. The test
Reynolds number was about 609,000
based on a wing chord of 10 inches.
RESULTS
The data, with primes to indicate wind
area, are given in standard nondimension
coefficient form. The coefficients for the
fusehges are based on the dimensions of
the tapered wings.
C. lift coefficient (L/@)
C. drag coefficient (D/@3)
Or’ Iateral-force coefficient (Y’/0S’)
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q dynamic pressure (1/2 p~’~
~?tunnel air _reIocity
P air density
S wingareaC,~+ partial derivative of C=; ~;h &pect to+’
Cl roUing-momemtcoefficient (L’lqSb)
b wing span
F average wing chord
Cl?+partial derivative of C{ with respect to #
Cmpitching-moment coefficient (M/gSc)
+’ angle of yaw, degrees
and
C=’ yawing-moment coefficient (N’/gSb)
C=’+partial derivative of C=’ with respect to $’
where
L lift
D drag
Y’ lateral force
L’ rolling moment
M pitching moment
N’ yawing moment
a angle of attack
h angIe of sweep, degrees
I’ dihedral angIebetween plane of maximum upper-
surface ordinates and the X–Y pIane
~f flap deflection
Al change in partial derivatives caused by wing-
fuseIage interference
Al change in tail e.fkctiveness caused by wing-
fuseIage interference
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The forces and the moments have been given tit&
respect to the wind-tunnel system of aTes that intersect
in the model at the center-of-gravity location shown in
figures 2 and 3.
CoefEcients of M, drag, and pitching moment are
given in figures 4 to 6 for the high-wing, the Iow-wing,
and the mid-wing combinations, respect.iveIy. The
values of a and CDgiven in these figures were corrected
to free air. The robg-moment, the yawing-moment,
and the IateraI-force coefficients were careoted for
initial asymmetry by deducting the viluea obtained
without yaw from the values obtained with ya-iv;
figures 7 to 9 are sample pIot9. The values of a given
FIGCEE M.–V
It shouId be noted that the pitching-moment coe%i-
cient was not zero for most of the teds. For such
tests a correction to C’{+ should be made by means of
the foIIowing equation:
CJ=c{Cos *+;C= ~ #
for small angles of #
c,= c+. +
By diHerentiation
C$=C;*+0.0029C.
As an aid in the amdysis of the results, it was thought
desirable to isolate as far as possible the effects of wing-
y“h Wi~nwf
.t7r2 C7%u(ar fuselage x a (re~5)
.mrpficaf, ,“ , + 0,
l---t-... I
1 t I 1 I
Angle ofah%, d, o’eg
‘arfdion of Cft,C.rt,and C<t with emgk d attack. Chu@ ml ellktfcal fosekae ~th mu
in these and subsequent figures were not corrected;
the data are therefore comparable with those of refer-
ences 3 and 5.
The subscript i is used to denote the partial deriva-
tives of the coefficients with respect to yaw angles.
Thus CI’t, C,’+, and ~Y’t me used instead of the more
cumbersome expressions W{/h#’, tWz’/~$’, and
ac,’plj’. The values of these derivatives were
obtained from data measured at values of yaw of —5°
and 5° (a variable) by assuming that the coefficients
had a straight-hue variation for the yaw range of –5°
to 5°. This method of obtaining slopes has been shown
to be within the practical limits of accuracy except for
angIes of attack near the stall (reference 5). The slopes
of Cl’$, Cx’~, and CY’+ are given in &ure 10 for the
fuselages; in figures 11 to 13 data for the wings are
reproduced from reference 3.
WfthoutEn.
-.
fuselage interference. The data were therefore reduced
to incrementsof CIP Cn’~,and Cr’$ causedbyinterferemce.
The increments are subsequently caIM Al and Az.and are
written AICIJfi, AIC=t~,etc. The vahe of Al is the differ-
ence between the values for the wing-fuselage combina-
tion without the tin and the sum of the values for the
.-
wing and the fuselage tested separately. Thus AIis the
change in C/$, C.’t, and G-’$ caused by wing-fuselage
interference for the model without the taiI. (See &s.
14 to 16.) The change in tad tiect.iveness caused by
wing-fuselage intwfercmce is given by Az. As an
example, Az(?,’~ is the change caused by wing-fuselage
interference in Cx’~produced by the fin. The quantit.k —.
A@tt and AKy’t are amdagous to A@=’~. (See @s.
17 to 19.)
In order to expr= the change in fin effectiveness
caused by fuseIage-fin interference, a third increment,
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As, is necessary. The value of Cn’~ for the complete
model is then given by the following equation:
Cm’l=C.’$ (wing)+ C,’Z (fusekige)
+Cd@ (fin) +Al+AZ+&
It was impossible to evaluate A8 because no tests
were made of the fin alone. If the value for the com-
plete model is desired, the foI.Iowing equation may be
used instead of the equation just givem:
C“’$= Cn’$ (wing) + Cn’~ (fuselage and fin)
+AI+A,
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Values of C,’t and CY’~for the complete model may bo
obtained in a similar manner.
DISCUSSION
The application of theory to the problem of the in-
fluence of wing-fudage interference on latei%l-
stability characteristics is difficult because of the com-
plex flow involved. Several components of the flow
and their probable effects will, however, be considered
in a qwditative manner,
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Change in span load distribution is beIieved to be an
important factor in wing-fuseIage interference. Both
the unqymmetricaI flow resulting when the fuseIage is
yawed rind the flow over and under the fuselage con-
tribute to a change in the Ioad distribution a~ong the
span of the wing.
A region of increased pressure exists on the side of
the fuselage toward the wind and a region of decreased
pressure exists on the down-wind side. The flow about
the wing wdl be modified depending on the position of
the wing on the fuseIage. With the wing in the high
position, there wiII be an addition of lift on the side
toward the wind and a corresponding reduction in lift
on the down-wind side. Thus a rolling moment should
w.aultthat tenda to raise the leading wing tip. It is
X@ seen that, with the wing in the Iow position, the
~hangein Ioading would be such as to produce a roIIing
moment in the direction opposite to that obtained with
the wing in the high position. With the wing in the
midposition, this effect should be a minimum.
An additional change in span Ioading is brought about
by Iocal changes in wing rmgIeof attack caused by the
Row over and under the yawed fuselage. With the
wing in the high position, the angle of attack of a
portion of the wing near the fuseIage is increased on the
side to~ard the wind and is decreased on the down-
wind side. h opposite change in angle of attack
prevaik with the wing in the Iovrposition; with the wing
m the midposition, the change should be smaII.
Thus, when the model is yawed, the two interference
factors considered should give an increment of rolling
moment tending to raise the leading wing tip of a high-
wing monopIane and to lower the Ieading wing tip of a
low-wing monoplane. kmgitudinal position of the
wing on the fuseIage should be an important factor in
the change in span loading just discussed because of the
fuselage load distribution.
The presence of the -wing exerts an appreciable
influence on the flow about the fuselage. With either
the high-wing or the low-wing monoplane in yaw the
wing acts as a motied end pIate, which should cause
an increase in lateral force. The presence of the wing
should also change the fuselage load distribution- Thus
the longitudinal position of the AU on the fuselage
should affect both the magnitude and the center of
pressure of the lateraI force and, consequently, the
magnitude of the unstable yawing moment of the fuse-
lage. The vortex field is apparently affected by inter-
ference, which results in an induced lateraI flow at the
tail. When the fuselage alone is yawed, vortices are
shed at the top and the bottom of the fuselage aonw
what like the tip vortices of a wing, the strength of
these voitic= increasing with increase in Iateral force.
U a wing is placed on the fuseIage in the high or the -L
low position, the lateral force should be incrertsed
because of the end-plate effect and the vortices should
increase in strength. With the wing in the low position,
however, the vortices shed from the bottom of the
fuseIage are so affected by the wing that the iriduced
Iateral flow near the bottom of the fuseIage is greatIy
,—---
reduced. SimilarIy, with the wing in the high position,
the induced latemd flow is decreased at the top of the
fuselage. These characteristics have been noted in
tiual observations of the flow by means of tufts..
--
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A diagrammatic sketch showing a probable distribu-
tion of the vortex field caused by interference is given
in figure 20 for the low-wing monoplane.
From the foregoing discussion, it is seen that the
induced lateral velocity acts to inorea.se the effective
angle of attack of the fin of a low-wing monoplane and
to reduce the angle of attack of the fin of a high-wing
monoplane.
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COMPONENT PARTS
Fin and fuselage.-The values of C{$) Cm’$)and C~’r,
for th~ fuselages with the iins are given in figure 10.
The results for the circular fuselage were obtained from
reference 5 and are included here for comparison with
the data for the elliptical fusehige. The value of Cr’$
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was computed for a wing of the same aspect ratio as
the fin from the data given in figure 4 of reference 9.
The increase in Cr’$ produced by the fin is about 10
percent greater than this computed value. The change
in C/$ with angle of attack is of the order expected
from the change in C=’* produced by the fin and the
verticaI-taiI position; the change in C.’$ produced by
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the lh is in the order of 80 percent of that expected
from the change in C=’* and the taiI length.
The relationships of C{o, Cm’t, and C~’~ previously
given appIy also for the eIIiptica.1fuaeIage and the fin
exoept that the vaIue of C‘a ~ produced by the fin is
about equal to that computed from the increase in
C=’* produced by the h and the taiI Iength.
hgle of attack is an important factor in determin-
ing the stability characteristics of the elliptical fuse-
—..
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Iage. At 0° angle of attack, the values of (?=’$ and
C.’$ for the elliptical fuselage are nearIy twice as large
as those for the circdar fuselage. At this angle of
attack, CY’$ is a minimum and Cm’; is a maximum. A
change in angIe of attack in either direction from 0° is
accompanied by a marked increase in CY’J and by an
r
appreciable reduction in unstabIe yawing moment,
indicating a movement of the center of pressure toward
fhe rear.
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.- Wfnge.
The iucrement of C~’6 produced by the fin is vay
nearly the same for both fuselages at 0° angle of attack.
h increase in angle of attack causes a decrease in the
ellecti~’ehe~ of ~the- fin of the elliptical fuselage, A
study :~f”the air flow”by means of tufk indicated that
this effect “isprobably ~he result of a partiaI blanketing
of the @“.”by the fuselage. This effect becomrs more
pronounced.as the angle of attack is increased. These
resul@ show ,.&at fuselage shape may be an important
factor in determining the effectiveness of the h,
..
--
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W~s,—The results for the wings alone are taken
from reference 3 and the general conchsions given
therein wiII be briefly rev-iewed. (See figs. 11 ta 13.)
An increase in dihedral causes an increase in C{t of
about 0.0002 per degree, has little effeot cm C=’t, and
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causes a deorease in CrJ~. Increasing the sweepback
increases the effect of CL on cl’~. It should be noted
that, for the tapered wing with the leading edge str&&
(A= –4.75°)) Ct~ decreases with an increase in CL
vdde, for the other wings, CZ’t increases with increase
in C... The most important effect of deflecting the
flaps is algebraically to decrease C.’t and C=’*; decreas-
ing Cm’tiincreas~ the stabIe yawing moment of the
wings.
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WING AND FUSELAGE
Inorement of C{fi caused by wing-fuselage inter-
ference,—Values of AIC~~equivalent to an increase in
dihedd from 2° to 6° were obtained with the wing in
the high position; with the wing in the low position, the
effective dihedral was decreased from 2° to 6°. The
chmge in effective dihedraI with the wing ig the mid-
position was 1° or less. (See ~. 14.) These results
are in agreement with the theory previously given.
The reversal of the curves of AIC/$ for the low-wing
monopkme is of interest. The v&me of AIC{$ are
negative for the range of low angles of attack but, as the
angle of attack is increased, the curves change slope
sharply and become positive. This characteristic crm
be explained by the interference burble mentioned in
reference 8. The interference burble is evidenoed by a
premature stalling of the portion of the wing near the
fusehige. When the model is yawed, the interference
burble appears first on the down-wind side of the fuse-
l%e bemuse of the large pressure gradient. .& the ._
stall spreads, the value of AICl’$, which originally was
negative, becomes smaller and then changes sign. The
angle of attack a: which the interference burble occurs.
is the angle at wluch the change in slope of the curve of
AIC{$ becomw apparent.
The data given in figures 4 ta 6 were compared with
the data of reference 3 for wings alone (figs, 11 to 13)
to. fid the angle at which the interference burble oc-
curred. These angles checked in every case with the
angles fg~d in figure 14. The angle at which the inter-
ference burble occurs is probably dependent on the
scale of the tests.
.Reference 8 shows that the interference burble caused
by a poor wing-fuselage juncture on a low-wing mono-
plane may be eliminated by fdleting. It may therefore
be infetigd that the irregularitiesin the lateral-stability
characteristics induced by the interference burble may
be deIay&l by the use of suitable fillets; no filIets were
used on”the present models,
Of the other variables, fuselage shape for a given
cross-sectional area appeared to have an appreciable
effect on the value of Alct~, much larger vrdues being
obtained with the elliptical than with the circular fuse-
lage (fig. 14). In~much as the yawed elliptical fuse-
lage develops more lateral force than the yawed circu-
hr fuselage, the larger values of AIC~~ obtained with
LheelIi~tical fusdage are consistent with the theory of
the cha~e in span loading.,.
The eflects of wing taper and of longitudinal posi-
Lion of the wing on the fuselage are interdependent
because..each of the wings was tested at a different
[ongitudimd position in order to ~ocatc the mean
~erodynamic center of the wing at the assumed center
of gravity of the model for all combinations. In general,
Lhe absolute values of AIC/t increased as the sweep
WM increased. This change is believed to be largely
—
FmuEE 2).-Vortex field caused by fnterferanw for the lo&rfng monoplr.n&
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caused by the change in longitudinal position of tho
wing rather than by the change in sweep since the
wings were moved forward on the fuselage as the
sweep was increased. Further tests are planned to
determine the separate effects of sweep and longitu-
dinal position. Larger mduea of AIC/t were ob-
tained with the rectangular wing than with the tapered
wing. The rectangular wing was higher on the fuselage
than the tapered wings, which might account for part
of the increase in A@~v
Dihedral appears, in general, to increase the value
of AICJ~~except for the low-wing monoplane with
flaps neutral (fig. 14 (a)).
ticrement of OY’~ caused by wing-fuselage interfer-
enoe.—The values of AIC~’Kare positi~’e for both the
high-wing and the low-wing monoplanes; for the mid-
wing combination, the values are small. (See ~. 15.)
When the high-wing or the low-wing monoplane is
yawed, the wing acts as a partial end plate, which
tends to increase the Iateral force on the fuselage.
Larger values of AICY’$ were obtained with the
elliptical than with the circuhw fuselage.
The effect of dihedd on A,C=’$ was hugely de-
pendent on wing position (fig. 15 (a)). h increase
in dihedral was accompanied by a corresponding in-
crease in AICy’t for the high-wing monopkme; for
the low-wing mcdeI, the opposite effect was noticed;
and, for the midwing model, the effect of dihedral was
inconsistent.
Flap deflection acted to increase AICT’* with the
wing in both the mid position and the low position;
with the wing in the high position, however, the effect
of flap deflection was irreguhir. No cxmeistent effect
of sweep, taper, or plan form appeared.
ticrements of C=’* caused by wing-fuselage inter-
ference.—The VSIUSSof AICm’~are, in general, stable
and of considerable magnitude (fig. 16). For the cir-
cular fusehge and the rectangular wing, flaps neutral,
A@.’~ is from two to three times the vahe of Cm’+for
the wing alone and is of suillcient magnitude to balance
from 25 to 60 percent of the unstable yawing moment of
the fuselage. The maximum value of AIC,’~ obtained
with the tapered wings and the circular fusehge ma
about haIf that for the rectangular wing. Slightly
larger stabIe valuea of AIC=’$ were obtained with the
elliptical fuseIage except for the rectangular wing in the
midposition. For some cases with flaps deflected the
valuw of AIC=’~are large enough to bakmce the entire
unstable yawing moment of the fuselage.
A comparison of the values of AICm’twith those of
ALCY’Kgiven in @e 15 indicates that the value of
AIC=’Xis mainly dependent on the change in magnitude
and the change in the cent= of pressure of the latert-d
force. As A,CXI*is stable and Ale=’$ is positive for the
high-wing and the low-wing monoplan=, it is apparent
that the lateral force back of the assumed center of
gravity of the fuselage increases algebraically and thtit
the center of pressure of the fuselage moves back when
the wing is added to the fuselage.
The effect of the interference burble is again evident
in the resulte for t-he low-wing monoplane with the
tapered wing having astraightleading edge (A= —4.750).
(See figs 14 (a) and 16 (a).) ‘With the flaps deflected,
the interference burble causes a large loss in lateral
force on the fuselage and tdso a Iarge reduction in un-
stable yawing moment because of the separation of
the flow along the down-wind side of the fuselage.
With the flaps neutraI, the unstable moment decreases
Withno loss in lateral force.
Inasmuch as the addition of the wing to the fuselage
changes the load distribution along the fusel~~e, the
longitudinal position of the wing on the fusekige appears
to be an important factor in the Ioad distribution.
TVING, FUSELAGE, AND FI?i
Effeot of wing-fuselage interference on tail effective-
ness,—The position of the wing on the fuselage has art
important bearing on the effectiveness of the vertical
taiI surfaces. The ve.hs of A&’~, flaps neutral, are
about 0.002 or less for the low-wing monoplane, +0.001 .. . .
for the mid-wing combination, and –0.003 or less for
the high-wing model (fig. 17). Comparing these values
with those for We fuselage and the fin (fig. 10) shows
that changing the position of the wing on the fuselage
—..—
may change the Iateral force on the fin as much as +40
percent.
The changes in A@Y’t shown by the resnIts are
believed to be largely caused by a change in effective
angle of attack of the fi; such a conchsion is in agree-
ment with tha explanation previously given. (See fig.
20.)
The vahms of A@y’~ are algebraica.Uyincreased as
much as 0.002 by flap deflection. Flap deflection
therefore appears to be about as important as the
position of the wing on the fuselage in determining the
magnitude of the wing-fuselage interference on the
vertical fm.
The effect of dihedral is smd and acts to decrease
A,CY’$ algebraically (fig. 17 (a)]. A possible explana-
tion of this characteristic is a charge in the vortex
field and a consequent change in the lateral flow at
the tail. When a wing having dihedral is yawed, an
unsymmetrical span load distribution resuh%. The vor-
tices shed near the center of the wing, because of the
change in sIope of the load-distribution curve, rotate
in such a manner as to reduce the effective angle of
attack of the b as a result of the induced lateral flow.
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The values of A@r’$ obtained with the elliptical
fuselage (fig. 17 (b)) increase-with increaze in Wgle
of attack, which is not the case with the circular fuse-
lage (&. 17 (a)). Aa previously mentioned, the effec-
tiveness of the h on the elliptical fuselage decreased
with increase in angle of attack because of a partial
blanketing of the fin by the fuselage (fig. 10). Appar-
ently, wing-fuselage interference tends to reduce this
blanketing.
The variations in A@rf+ are, for the most paxt,
reflected in the values of AaCn’~(fig. 18). The inter-
ference acts to increase the stable moment produced
by the ii.n of the low-wing monoplq.ne and values of
ABC.’*of –0.0013 or. lass are obtained. For the high-
\fig monoplane, the vahws of AiCs’t are unstabIe;
the maximum value is about 0.0010, The values of
A*Cn’~are small for the midwing monophme with both
the circuIar and the elliptical fuselage at zero angIe of
attack. With the elliptical fuselage (fig. 18(b)), the
values of A@n’t vary with angle of attack as did the
values of A&’~, the modeI becoming more stable as
the angle of attack is increased.
Flap deflection is strongly stabilizing, but dihedral
tends to reduce stability in yaw.
Effect of interference on the rolhg moment pro-
duced by the tln.-The effect of interference on the
rolliig moment produced by the fin is small (fig. 19).
Values of A,C/~ obtained were equivalent to a + 1°
change in effective dihedral; in general, the effective
dihedral was increased with the wing in the low position
and decreased with the wing in tie high position.
CON~lJDING REMARKS
It should be remembered that the model was tested
without a horizontal tail and that the horizontal tail
probably exerts an appreciable effect on the ef%cimcy
of the vertical tail.
The results showed that wing position had a pro-
nounced effect on lateral-stability Characteristics.
Wing-fuselage interference increased the eflective di-
hedral in the order of 6° for the high-wing monoplane,
and a corresponding decrease in effective dihedral was
obtained for the low-wing combination. With flaps
neutral the maximum effect of wing-fuselage interfer-
ence waa of sufficient magnitude to bakmce 60 percent
of the unstable yawing moment of the fuselage; with
flaps deflected the magnitude of the interference &ect
was sufficient to balance the entire unstable yawing
moment of the fuselage.
The lateral force on the fusalage was increased when
a wing was placed in the high or the Iow position.
Fin effective= was influenced by the change in ~e
vortex field caused by wing-fuselage interference. The
fin effectiveness of the high-wing monoplane was de-
creased as much as 40 percent and that of a low-wing
monoplane was increased a maximum of 80 percent.
Flap deflection increased the fin effectiveness as much
aa 50 percent. Dihedral, in general, decreased the fin
effectiyeness.
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